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Abstract | Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly ubiquitous. Implemented into a 
wide range of everyday applications from social media, shopping, media recommendations 
and is increasingly making decisions about whether we are eligible for a loan, health insurance 
and potentially if we are worth interviewing for a job. This proliferation of AI brings many 
design challenges regarding bias, transparency, fairness, accountability and trust etc. It has 
been proposed that these challenges can be addressed by considering user agency, 
negotiability and legibility as defined by Human Data Interaction (HCD). These concepts are 
independent and interdependent, and it can be argued, by providing solutions towards 
legibility, we can also address other considerations such as fairness and accountability. In this 
design research, we address the challenge of legibility and illustrate how design-led research 
can deliver practical solutions towards legible AI and provide a platform for discourse towards 
improving user understanding of AI.     
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1. Introduction  
User adoption of AI, infused into a plethora of products and services operating via the 
Internet of Things has been expeditious (Lindley et al., 2017). Enabling service providers to 
monitor in significant detail users behaviour through data (often without explicit consent 
(Zuboff, 2019)) and subsequently turn this data into decisions and predictions which are 
increasingly cited as potentially producing harmful results (Angwin, et al., 2016). In an 
attempt to combat this harm, we have seen a proliferation of frameworks, principles and 
guidance documents for AI. Of particular note for our research towards legibility is the 
identified theme of transparency and explainability, which is considered one of the principal 
challenges needed for AI implementation (Fjeld et al., 2020). Whilst design thinking is cited 
in many frameworks as a means of potentially addressing AI concerns; it is merely the 
outlining of problems, rather than providing practical responses. This may be seen as the 
false promise of design thinking (Kolko, 2018), though in reality, it perhaps reflects the need 
to articulate better how designers can provide approaches which traverse the current gap 
between abstract principles and specific implementation. To address this issue, we present 
research that practically addresses AI legibility through a Research through Design (RtD) 
enquiry into AI iconography. Taking inspiration from lived experience, with the use of icons 
to convey effectively important information to a user, we have designed icons to 
communicate and diffuse the complexity of AI functions to raise user awareness of how AI is 
operating within the products and services they use. This paper will provide not only the 
theoretical underpinnings that led to the project and the first designs but also detail the 
process of iterating the AI icons via a series of workshops using a set of bespoke tools.  
The paper proceeds as follows, first by framing AI’s relevant pitfalls and the rationale for AI 
legibility and the role of design towards this end; secondly, a synopsis of designing AI 
iconography through researching semiotics; thirdly, a summary of empirical testing the 
prototypical set of AI icons through a series of workshops using bespoke tools; fourthly; an 
overview of the second iteration of AI icons, designed through analysis of workshop data. In 
conclusion, we will showcase how a design-led enquiry can respond towards making our 
relationship with AI more legible and provide a platform for framing the challenge and 
relevant research landscape for improving user agency.     
2. Addressing AI Legibility 
An important consideration for this research is to frame what we mean when we say AI and 
the challenge of legibility. The challenge of AI is socio-technical and therefore requires the 
complex integration of diverse disciplines, which design is well suited to accomplish. We 
utilised an RtD approach (Frayling, 1993) as it is generative and geared towards nesting 
disparate disciplines together (Gaver, 2012) and incorporating various appropriate research 
ideas, theories and perspectives into design artefacts. Making a user aware, and their 
interaction with data and AI legible, is a key concern for the field of Human-Computer 
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Interaction (HCI). Contemporary HCI research is concerned with re-evaluating conventional 
methods towards designing ‘exploded interfaces’ to provide richer and more tenable inter-
relationships with systems as they become ‘smarter’, networked and complex; evolving 
beyond the traditional duality of interaction between user and computers-as-artefacts 
(Bowers & Rodden, 1993). The relatively new field of HDI is concerned with recentring the 
human to explicitly interact with these systems, the data, and the ramifications that 
transcend from these interactions (Mortier et al., 2015). HDI’s perspective is that data is 
ontologically malleable and changes depending on the observer. This notion is established 
via the concept of ‘Boundary Objects’, (Star, 2010) where things ‘are both adaptable to 
different viewpoints and robust enough to maintain identity across them’ (Star & Griesemer, 
1989, p. 387). The challenges raised by HDI are organised into three interrelated, though 
distinct core themes - legibility, agency, and negotiability. Legibility is considered a 
‘precursor’ (Mortier et al., 2015) to exercise agency within these systems, where 
manifestations of agency influence negotiability, enabling a user to build a relationship with 
those who receive data as means to negotiate how they use data (HDI network, ND). 
2.1 The Duality of AI: Mundane vs Sentient Robots and Magic 
Commonly and misleadingly AI simultaneously refers to the grand vision of producing a 
machine with a human level of general intelligence, as well as describing a range of real 
technologies which are in general use today often described as narrow AI. This paradox of 
misinterpretation between these two divergent, though entangled concepts of AI has been 
defined as the ‘Definitional Dualism of AI’ (Lindley et al., 2020a).  
The theoretically straightforward concept of narrow AI (Neural Networks, Expert Systems 
and Machine Learning) is, in reality, deceptively multifaceted and confused, hindered by the 
lack of AI legibility and explainability. This misunderstanding is further hampered by the AI 
found in science-fictions such as the sentient AI cyborg killers in The Terminator (1984), and 
also products falsely claiming to be AI-infused for profitable gains known as AI snake oil. 
Additionally, AI-infused products are also presented as magic, where misleading accounts of 
AI-technology are deemed as beyond comprehension within the remit of users. Generally, 
when magic and technology are discussed, Clarke’s third law is often quoted - ‘[a]ny 
sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’ (Clarke, 1976, p. 21). 
Clarke’s quote is repeatedly taken out of context; rather, his three laws are meant to express 
his aspiration for humanities technological endeavours. However, the misperception of 
technology echoes the statement in Brackett’s short story The Sorcerer of Rhiannon - 
‘Witchcraft to the ignorant, … simple science to the learned’ (1942). Concerning AI 
technology, the user is not ignorant by choice, as there is currently very little in the way in 
which users can legibly understand when AI functions are being performed.  
There are more pitfalls that besiege AI, and subsequently, its users and those affected by 
governing algorithmic decisions. Individually these challenges are too expansive to unpack 
them all in this paper and go beyond the scope of this research. An important point for this 
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research is that AI reflects the coding and data they are trained on which, are often societally 
biased and inaccurate (Angwin, et al., 2016; O’Neil, 2016; Suresh & Guttag, 2020). A 
common misconception is that AI systems are free from human influence and therefore, 
bias. However, humans are always part of the system, a contagion, if you will, spreading 
disturbances in several ways from feature extraction, data curation to providing oversight on 
algorithmic outputs (Lindley & Coulton, 2020). As Turing speculated computers are limited 
by our instructions, codes and given structures, meaning that they would essentially share 
and also create blind spots in logic (Turing, 1938). To this end, AI is often cited as a black box 
(BB). Latour described the notion of Black Boxing as; ‘[t]he way scientific and technical work 
is made invisible by its own success’ (Latour, 1999, p. 304). This emulates Stahl’s findings 
that ‘[w]hen a technology is a black box it becomes magical’ (Stahl, 1995, p. 252). AI is a BB 
for both its users and its creators; where some AI-experts state that they are not sure how 
AI-systems reach an output, as AI based on Machine Learning is coded to exponentially 
expand through training data and its interrelation with thousands of weights and variables, 
eventually evolving beyond human intelligibility and accessibility. Additionally, experts 
cannot explain the algorithms used to create the AI in the first place, where Rahimi (former 
Google researcher) stated that ‘machine learning has become alchemy’ (Elish & Boyd, 2018), 
arguing that even though alchemy ‘worked’ the foundations of alchemy were formed upon 
unverifiable and for modern times dubious theories. To this end, our interest in design 
research is principally concerned in contemporary, functional and practical uses of AI. 
Creating transparent AI systems is repeatedly called for to oppose the BB nature of current 
AI systems as well as the legibility and explainability of these systems. These terms are used 
almost interchangeably, though they describe subtly different things. Transparency is 
concerned with how open the data and algorithms are to outsider auditing to be verified or 
challenged. In comparison, legibility and explainability are similar and focused on how we 
can make AI systems and their decisions understandable and readable to non-AI experts. 
Making a system transparent does not equate to making it legible or explainable, where 
explainability can come from the legibility of a system via more appropriate metaphors and 
as this research will show - iconography.   
3. Researching AI legibility through Design 
To address the existing illegibility of AI, we started with a survey of current AI imagery by 
searching icon and stock image repositories. What we found was that while some icons 
represent the underlying system such as neural networks (see figure 1a) and some might 
suggest what it’s doing such as face detection (see figure 1b), the vast majority of icons play 
into AI’s definitional dualism of human-like machines (see figure 1c and 1d). With closer 
inspection, the existing imagery seldom articulates how an AI would function and in what 
context, or if it did it would raise more questions than answers (e.g. see figure 1a, does this 
network have three layers, is it adaptive?). Furthermore, no imagery articulated the 
ramifications or implications of use.  
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Figure 1. Typical examples of current AI Iconography. 
3.1 Establishing the Semiotics of AI  
The lack of semantics or communication within current AI imagery indicates there is scope to 
develop a visual language which would help to enhance AI legibility (Lindley et al., 2020a). 
Research into the design, theory and effectiveness of icons in the field of HCI is diverse 
underpinned by the theory of Semiotics, for instance - semiotic analysis for user interfaces 
(Ferreira et al., 2002), icon taxonomy to categories computer icons (Ma et al., 2015), the 
advantages and disadvantages of icon based dialogues in HCD (Gittins, 1986), relationships 
between different presentation modes of graphical icons and user attention (Lin et al., 
2016), testing the intuitiveness of icons (Ferreira et al., 2006). Iconography has proven to be 
a useful tool for encapsulating the complexity of a particular interaction for users so that 
they know how it works, and thereafter infer implications of said interaction. Influenced by 
how semiotics can help designers improve their communication (de Souza et al., 2001) and 
aligning with HCI scholars (Ferreira et al., 2002) we have referred to the renowned theory 
the Peircean triad (Peirce, 1991). Peirce’s model (see figure 2) consists of a triadic 
relationship; comprising the representamen (the symbol used to represent an idea, e.g. a 
save icon), the object (the actual construct being represented, e.g. data or document being 
saved), and the interpretant (the logical implication of the sign, e.g. using this icon will save 
my data). Central to Peirce’s thesis is the ‘classification of signs’ which is based on the 
relationship between object and representamen; these categories are; indexical, signs which 
refer to the object indirectly, through an association (e.g. smoke signifies fire), symbolic signs 
which have meaning based solely on convention and may be culturally specific, such as 
alchemy symbols (e.g. a triangle to represent fire); iconic signs have a signifier which 
resembles the signified package (e.g. flames pictorial).  
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Figure 2. A triadic view of the save icon (the document icon used here will have its own triadic 
view).  
 
Peirce noted that categories are not mutually exclusive, as most signs contain elements of 
indexicality, symbolism and iconicity in varying degrees. Taking this theory back to the 
analysis of the existing AI icons (see figure 1c and 1d) the representamen forces the notion 
of AI’s dualism, which we could argue is ‘misleadingly’ both categories of symbolism and 
iconicity. In some cases, the interpretant functions to some degree (see figure 1b facial 
recognition); however, there is no understanding of the greater AI system (Lindley et al., 
2020b). There is clearly a distortion in AI communication where categories are used 
misleadingly through the lack of conventions for AI and as previously outlined cultural 
understanding.    
Timeframe for designing icons is also an essential consideration as symbols can change 
meaning over time by appropriation or other means, which pointed towards taking 
inspiration from an already functional system of icons - laundry care labels. Whilst we may 
not always take notice of these icons, or indeed always understand their meaning, they 
provide a means of understanding how we can most easily maintain a working relationship 
with our clothes standing the test of time. This archetypal iconography system further 
influenced us into considering that multiple icons could be used together to form a language 
of interaction, suiting the complexity of the issues that confound AI legibility. 
3.2 Generative Designing of AI Iconography  
Consolidating and reviewing prior AI research, we identified six key AI factors to package into 
a system of AI iconography, whereby effectively communicating AI functions and operations 
for user legibility (see figure 3). These relevant factors for AI legibility are as follows; 
1.Presence - denoting that some form of AI processing is happening heeding to the principle 
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of ‘informed use’ (EPRS, 2020) (see figure 3a). 2.Processing Location – in the cloud, on the 
edge or elsewhere. The location of processing impacts users perception of accountability 
(Rader et al., 2018)(see figure 3b). 3. Learning Scope – how does the AI learn or adapt over 
time, through usage or is it static? Communicating to a user changes and adaptions of an AI 
system is deemed a fundamental guideline for human-AI interaction (Amershi et al., 
2015)(see figure 3c). 4. Data Provenance – What is the source of the training data? Is it 
proprietary, public or the user? Data quality directly reflects the AI and therefore, its 
trustworthiness (Arnold et al., 2019)(see figure 3d). 5. Training Data types – what data types 
are used to train the AI? Visual, audio, location? Similar to data Provence this factor is more 
granular account on the type of data, which is a crucial element to reduce opacity (Burrell, 
2016) increase trust (Arnold et al., 2019) and reduce bias (Angwin, et al., 2016; O’Neil, 
2016)(see figure 3e). 6. Intrinsic Labour – is ‘work’ being done for the AI operator. This is 
more of a philosophical and discursive factor, as it reflects the monetisation of data through 
the commodification of users and their interactions with AI-infused products and services 
(Greengard, 2018; Zuboff, 2019).  
 
Figure 3. The identified AI factors arranged in different visual styles.  
 
Merging the AI research with semiotics, we designed three different visual styles (see figure 
3 Pictorial, Textual and Abstract). The pictorial concept which deliberately utilises the sort of 
iconography resulting from AI’s dualism. Though despite conforming to the current problem, 
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unexpectedly iconic imagery emerged and established a baseline to move forward. The 
textual concept explored the use of a brand identity inspired by the symbology employed by 
trade organisations. However, we theorised that there is a limit to how much textual 
information can be gleaned in a single instance. The abstract concept as per Peirce’s thesis 
hybridises symbolic, indexical and iconic categories equivalent to laundry labels. We elected 
to develop the abstract concept further (see figure 4), minimising the problematic aspects of 
the former two concepts and the flexibility to incorporate iconic imagery into the abstract 
style (see figure 3e and figure 4 Data Types). As with laundry labels, a degree of a convention 
is necessary to understand these abstract icons, though once core elements are deciphered, 
such as triangle denoting learning (see figure 4 Learning scope), readability begins to 
emerge.   
 
Figure 4. Version 1 iconography. 
4. Empirical testing and Co-Designing  
The difficulty in predicting how or why an icon may become adopted or stay in use supports 
the premise that an RtD investigation of using icons to improve AI legibility is a productive 
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first step. Barr, Biddle and Noble (2002) state an icons’ successfulness’ is guaranteed if the 
user matches the interpretant to the intended object, concept or implication. To determine 
if the interpretant matches the designer’s intention is through performing icon intuitiveness, 
and usability tests (Ferreira et al., 2006), by asking participants to match AI functions to the 
icons in a set.  
4.1 Uncanny AI to Legible AI Workshops  
To test our prototypical AI icons, we presented them in the form of physical cards with 
separate matching card descriptors. Participants were encouraged to intuitively match and 
establish connections between the defined AI functions, and their visual representations. 
The deck of cards as a playful medium, allowed participants to engage with, in a tangible 
manner, the intangible functions and operations of AI by completing a series of stylised 
game-like exercises, which were designed to not only test icon intuitiveness but also enter a 
discourse to question the legibility within AI systems. There were no rules as to what the 
participants could do with the cards in the first Making Connections exercise, leaving it open 
for the participants to intuitively start to figure out, cluster and pair with their associated 
descriptor cards.  
The workshop was designed to take ‘a wide and playful view’ (Gaver, 2002) of AI technology 
and its implications. As such the workshop was consciously designed to instil traces of play 
through the range of exercises by adopting Gaver’s stance on ‘playful curiosities’, as ‘play is 
… an essential way of engaging with and learning about our world’ (Ibid,2002). The second 
exercise called What’s in my AI, tasked participants to predict the AI functions that would 
characteristically occur in randomly presented AI-infused products and generate an icon 
map using our AI icons. Encouraging an attitude of speculation and ambiguity builds a space 
for participants to ‘intermesh’ their own experiences of AI. Fortuitously, the icons 
unexpectantly developed into a form of pedagogical tool for learning about AI functions, 
with participants leaving the workshop with a greater critical awareness of AI technology.  
4.2 Bespoke Tools for Distance Empirical Testing  
Through the pandemic, we adapted the workshop to a digital counterpart. Rather than 
sourcing an online tool to support what was a face to face workshop; we instead developed 
an interactive workshop to suit our research medium and replicate the game like mechanics 
of the physical workshop. To reproduce the playful interactions steered us to use Godot, an 
open-source game-engine, with each task built and coded as a 2D game ‘scene’ with a 
Graphical User Interface with flexible components (see figure 5). These components were 
the icons cards that could be coded with rules in multiple ways, from game physics to 
movement dependant on the exercise. This transition to digital required an experimental 
approach in making, while also considering customary design considerations from ‘user-
onboarding’ experience, ‘paths of interaction’ (Verplank, 2009) and affordances (Norman, 
1999). Using the game-engine afforded the opportunity to quickly build, test and make 
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changes and add supplementary exercises that embodied the physical interactions that 
originally happened spontaneously within exercises, which on reflection were areas of 
research and further investigation. In particular, blank ‘playing’ cards allowed participants to 
design icons if they felt we had missed representing any AI factors. In the digital workshop, 
this translated into the exercise Draw Your Own, where participants were presented with a 
digital canvas and drawings tools, reminiscent of Microsoft Paint, to design and present their 
icons, which would later be analysed to help develop the second iteration of icons to avoid 
‘designs becom[ing] purely self-indulgent’ (Gaver, 2002).   
 
Figure 5. Screenshot from Making Connections exercise. Participants drag and drop the 
digital icon cards to a matching descriptor.  
 
The digital workshop can collect a large volume of data, creating the possibility of too many 
data points to pick from. Consequently, we devised a data analyser (see figure 6) through a 
combination of PHP and MySQL API, a standard implementation for querying and storing 
information on web-based platforms. The data from the workshop could then be visualised 
immediately after each exercise. The responses were organised and structured in a 
predetermined fashion for quickly articulating participants responses, which was used as a 
tool to analyse the responses together live in the workshops, thereby promoting richer 
conversations. Moving to an online format has permitted rigorous testing of the icons with a 
global and divergent audience, perhaps creating a more holistic empirical test for icon 
intrusiveness.   
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Figure 6. A sample of results from Making Connections. The top row is the icons and 
descriptor. Below are the participants matches. The bounding box quickly identifies which 
icons were matched correctly.(Identities intentionally obscured).  
5. Analysis, Second iteration and Beyond 
It was apparent in the analysis of data that this RtD-based inquiry was successful to some 
degree at producing an ‘intuitive’ set of AI icons. Though, as predicted, the icons that 
embodied more symbolic (see figure 4. Learning Scope, triangle to symbolise learning) or 
indexical (see figure 4. Learning Scope, rotational arrow signifies a round of training) 
categories were less intuitive. Participants who ‘correctly’ read the icons did it through a 
systematic process of non-verbal reasoning, grouping clusters of icons together, whereby 
the first icon had to be correctly placed for the rest to follow suit. Reflecting back, laundry 
icons are introduced in small digestible additions over time with the arrival of new laundry 
technology and instructions. The AI icons were introduced simultaneously and are 
communicating more complex and fluctuating concepts. Though, as identified from the 
workshop discussions, the icons offered a sign towards ‘more is happening here’, and over 
time the icons could be ‘learnt like road signs and the highway code’. This might seem like a 
bias interpretation of our results; however, in keeping with the RtD methodology we adopt, 
these findings are ‘contingent and aspirational’, manifesting into research which ‘creatively 
challenge[s] status quo thinking’ (Gaver, 2012). That is not to say that the results are not 
useful; moreover, they serve as conceptually rich research artefacts subject to ongoing AI 
developments. 
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Figure 7. AI icons Version 2 with indepth descriptions. Note the AI Assisted Decisions are 
textual however, as singular letters which can quickly be read and infer meaning.   
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Figure 7 introduces the second iteration of the icons developed from the analysis of the first 
series of workshops. In this version, the significant development is the introduction of a new 
AI factor – AI Assisted Decisions. While the supplementary AI factors serve more as building 
blocks of the system, the overall inference and immediate implication of the AI was not 
accounted for. This notion was deduced from many of the participants expressing that they 
just wanted the surface level of information – ‘why is AI being used?’.Through discussions, 
this idea was speculated further towards designing a hierarchical system of icons (see figure 
8), with ‘Presence of AI’ at the top collapsing down towards the more ‘technical’ AI factors. A 
type of vocabulary logic within the iconography system for users to make their own value-
judgements and take into account what’s important to them, rather than a proscribed 
qualitative assessment. Deciding the order of hierarchical system will be an exercise in the 
next series of workshops to test the new icon iteration where we will ask participants ‘what's 
important to you as a user’.  
 
Figure 8. The icons lend themselves to be modularised into a hierarchical structure, forming a 
AI ‘ontological’ language. 
 
Overall slight adjustments were made to the iconography set and icons that were not 
intuitive and therefore not ‘successful’. To illustrate Static AI in the first iteration (see figure 
9) was presented with a triangle signifying training and an arrow moving in a forward 
direction, obverse to the notion of static and therefore Static AI, where the model is trained 
once and used. Small adjustments are further pointed out in figure 9 with accompanying 
explanations and design thinking. Further empirical testing of the second iteration of icons 
will continue the generative process of designing intuitive icons for AI legibility, in an 
attempt of establishing an ‘equilibrium’ within the icons.  
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Figure 9. A direct comparison between version 1 and version 2 of the icons. The 
accompanying design notes highlight some of the thinking behind the changes.  
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6. Conclusion  
The research presented here is not intended to conclude or solve the problem of AI legibility, 
but rather articulate and triangulate the reality of AI’s challenges, the diverse AI research 
landscape and designs role in improving AI legibility. In summary, the contributions of this 
paper are as follows. First, we framed AI legibility and the challenge to establish this, in 
doing so we pinpointed possible factors that aided in obscuring AI. This highlighted the 
cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary perspectives and research required to face the challenges 
imposed by AI. Next, we described a design-led response for legible AI by providing a 
synopsis of our RtD-enquiry, with a reflective account of designing AI iconography and 
empirically testing their intuitiveness. We also gave an overview of creating a bespoke 
research tool to actively continue the research during the pandemic, offering another branch 
of research into building workshops online via game-engines. Although this contribution may 
seem beyond the scope of the research, we have included it here as it demonstrates the 
generative and aspirational qualities afforded through an RtD methodology and the freedom 
of following the research where it takes you. Finally, we pinpointed the next research phase 
of testing our second iteration of AI icons.   
AI adoption is widespread, obscured by its own success, and subsequent lack of knowledge 
grounded in the reality of these devices, used for socially consequential classifications, which 
‘valorises some point of view and silences another’ (Bowker & Star, 1999). There are 
currently no supportive and standardised ways of communicating the ‘shapeless and 
faceless, everywhere and nowhere’ (Pierce & DiSalvo, 2017) constructs of AI. Often all that 
users have to work with is metaphors that confuse the reality of AI technology. Advocation 
for ‘interactive explanation systems’ (Weld & Bansal, 2019) is in high demand, evidenced in 
the diverse authored frameworks and guidelines for future AI implementation. Design 
research similar to ours can strive for accessible and more empowering methods of 
describing technology and its working parameters for users.  
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